
13th Kindergarten of Rethymno



•Strengthen children's ideas about the value
of knowing each others culture

•Children investigate and implement their ideas
and interests on the subject

• Exchanging ideas to discover our common cultural elements

•Informing children about our task to do

•Strengthening the intercultural identity of children with common
activities with the project partners

•Disseminating the work to local authorities and parents



Children were interested in religious customs, such as Baptism.
They investigated whether there is such a ceremony in other cultures and religions



Α mother from Albania spoke to us about the customs of Spring
in her country and read us a fairy tale



We use a knowledgeable set of books to make children
aware of the exchange of intellectual goods among peoples



Children are interested in the food and music of the project partners



Children explore what kids do in the rest of the world.
Do they have family, games and school?



We brought with us a children's drawing at
Rezzio and presented to our children. They
have interacted with this, they colored it
and discussed the similarities and
differences between their designs



We celebrated the world day of a children's book
with a tribute to Hans Christian Andersen

Due to the collection of information about
Hans Christian Andersen, we found it right to
consider as the storytaller of the 
children all over the world as his fairy tales
are well known.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Christian_Andersen


We sent our Easter cards to our partners



They fed us back and we were happy to know that they loved them



We also received some art spring material from them.
The children were excited about it



From our visit to Italy we loved the numbers song
we heard and so we decided to adapt it to our own class.
So we learned the numbers except Greek in English, Albanian and Arabic.

https://youtu.be/oH2-Mj3-m3k
https://youtu.be/oH2-Mj3-m3k


We presented our project to our parents

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=5GJGCkb8_xg


We presented it to pupils and teachers of primary and secondary schools
during the Annual student actions festival in Rethymno

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P79cld4i30E


We presented our project in a meeting of dissemination
of school European Programs in Rethymno
on Friday, September 6, 2019.
The presentations were made by the teachers themselves
and attended by the teachers and school coordinators.
Our school participated as a co-host of the meeting.

https://13nipiagogeioreth.weebly.com/epsilonupsilonrhoomegapialpha970kappaalpha-pirhoomicrongammarhoalphamumualphataualpha-european-programmes.html


The meeting was also published in local newspapers



We presented our project in the meeting with our
Preschool coordinator
On Monday 9 September 2019



We have noted that many of our foreign parents do not know
how to read or understand Greek well and for this we translated
the many pages note with the instructions we give them at the
beginning of the school year in Albanian and Arabic. 
The translation was done with the cooperation of foreign parents
who speak well Greek



We informed also and the new parents 
about the project and its course



We organized common activities with the project partners



And they made a interactive book with words in
greek and albanian

https://youtu.be/j0y4PPUlRNo


We watched the song from Sweden
and dance it.
We compared it with our and found
out that they have the same
melody but the words and
language were much different

We looked in youtube
if the song 
has other versions in 
different language

https://youtu.be/j0y4PPUlRNo


https://www.storyjumper.com/book/index/67700955


After a long discussion about what well know 
Greek story we will choose
the children decided to work a myth of Aesop.
They watched videos, remembered myths
and made the final decision. They painted the main
characters and events and combined them with my help
through an application.
They really wondered if the kids of
Partners will know the story.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pc6jyIIwFhQ&t=2s


This new school year we plan 
more activities with our 

children and we are ready to 
learn and exchange new ideas 

with you.


